The early heat production during the onset of a muscle twitch has been determined with the greatest precision possible for comparison with the mechanical response. When allowance is made for the time taken in propagation the heat is found to start off a t its maximum rate. Its rate falls gradually to a constant value, while the muscle continues to shorten uniformly then decreases to zero as shortening draws to an end. The heat occurs in two separate processes, those of activation and shortening respectively. The heat of activation has well started before shortening is detected by ordinary methods. The heat of shortening runs parallel to the shortening.
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There is no sign of negative heat production a t any stage of contraction. I f endothermic processes occur they are exactly masked by exothermic ones.
The latent period of the activation heat is about 10 msec, at 0° C in frog's muscle, about 25 msec, in toad's muscle. These, with an ordinary value of Q10, would correspond at 20° C to about 2 and 5 msec, respectively.
Various physical methods are discussed of examining the rapid processes th a t occur during contraction. Chemical methods are inadequate in speed and sensitivity to give direct evidence of the nature and sequence of events occurring in a twitch. Theoretical con clusions from experiments on muscle extracts, without critical comparison with the behaviour of living muscle, m ay lead to confusing results.
I n t r o d u c t i o n
In a recent paper (A. V. Hill 1949) it was shown that the initial heat production < skeletal muscle in a twitch can be resolved into two parts, heat of activation an heat of shortening, the former at a given temperature being little, if at all, affecte by anything except the fact of stimulation, the latter being directly proportions to the change of length. The purpose of the investigation described in the followin pages w as:
(1) To determine with the greatest possible precision whether there is any sig of an endothermic reaction at any time during contraction and relaxation ( 0 distinguished from recovery). This obviously required an equipment rapid enoug to follow events occurring in a few milliseconds and sensitive enough to wor with the elementary unit of muscular response, the single twitch. Much more lies indeed is produced in a tetanic contraction, but it was no good complicating th inquiry by superimposing a number of similar processes. A maximal tetanus c a frog's sartorius at 0° C is given by 25 shocks/sec. or lesss, and even the second c a series of shocks at this rate would fall when the heat production due to th first was already 20 to 30 % complete. Its incidence would entirely obscure th simple character of the relation to be observed.
(2) To push back the detection and measurement of the heat production a early as possible, (a) in order to find out whether the heat of activation and th heat of shortening could be clearly separated in their earliest stages, and (b) fo
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The answer to the first question can be given at once. Many experiments have ceen made under a variety of conditions; not once has there been any good ividence of a negative heat production during contraction or relaxation. If endohermic processes do occur they are masked by exothermic ones. It is easy to produce apparent signs of negative heat, e.g. by using an 'unprotected' thermopile md an inconstant thermostat, or by injuring the part of the muscle away from the hermopile so that heat produced near the thermopile is later conducted outwards ;o warm the inactive region. But by reversing a muscle on the thermopile such ippearances due to non-uniformity can be disposed of. If negative heat production loes occur at any stage during contraction its amount must be less than 1 % of the otal initial heat. The earliest phase of activity is strongly exothermic.
All the experiments described have been made at 0° C. The single twitch of a rog's muscle at 0° C is actually at least as strong as at a higher temperature Hartree & Hill 1921, p. 138) , and occurs much more slowly, so th at a large gain in ;he relative speed of one's instruments is obtained without any sacrifice of sen sitivity. There is no objection to a low temperature; contraction, relaxation and recovery occur normally, and a muscle maintains its activity unimpaired for long periods (hours or days) if well treated. Any suggestion th at a frog's muscle (or nany other muscles) does not work 'normally' at 0° C is contrary to experience. Vhen the resolution of events following one another with great rapidity is required t would be foolish not to accept the very great advantage of working at a low :emperature. Moreover, from the point of view of avoiding extraneous disturoances, a thermostat consisting of well-stirred ice and water is the best possible one. The mechanical efficiency of frog's muscle is as great at 0° C as at higher temperatures and approximates to th at of human muscle at 37° C, while the maximum force exerted in a twitch may be 1 to 2 kg./cm.2. I t is true th at a frog cannot jump at a low temperature, but that is simply because its muscles shorten too slowly to lift it off the ground. An English toad ( bufo) can scarcely jump at ordinary temperatures, and for the same reason; but its muscles are very strong. Varga (1946) , in Szent-Gyorgyi's laboratory, recently examined the relation between temperature and amount of shortening in slices of muscle treated as Follows. The muscle was frozen in dry ice and cut into narrow thin strips. These were then placed in distilled water at various temperatures and shortened various amounts. From the amount of shortening, assuming a reversible chemical equili brium to exist (for which no evidence was given), an 'equilibrium constant' was calculated:
, . . . , shortening observed maximal shortening -shortening observed * From the variation of K with temperature the ' heat of reaction ' was calculated as -53,500 cal., and from K the 'free energy' was deduced at various temperatures. At 0° C the 'free energy' so calculated for a frog's sartorius was very small, about + 700 cal., compared with 5000 cal. at 20° C; from which it was deduced by Szent-Gydrgyi (1947, p. 49) that a frog's muscle can contract only weakly at 0° C, which is quite untrue. The quantities found were attributed to the reaction by which actomyosin goes over, under the influence of ATP, from the relaxed to the contracted state, the breakdown of ATP providing free energy later for relaxation.
The whole procedure involves a series of unjustified assumptions; to apply its results to the case of normal muscle would be highly precarious. It provides, however, the only evidence (i) that an endothermic reaction does occur in muscular contraction, or (ii) that the 'free energy' of shortening at 0° C is very small.
T h e ea r ly h e a t pr o d u c t io n in a t w it c h
The mechanical response of a frog's sartorius in a twitch at 0° C is not revealed by ordinary methods, even those involving a minimum of friction or inertia, before about 20 to 25 msec, after the stimulus. With a piezo-electric method of very high sensitivity and extremely small inertia, similar to that employed by Sandow (1944 Sandow ( , 1947 in his work on 'latency relaxation', recording the local response at the stimulated point, Abbott & Ritchie (1948) found in frog's muscle at 0° C that the initial drop of tension was just detectable about 7 msec, after a shock. The minimum occurred at about 15 msec.; at 18 msec, the tension had reached its initial value and was rising rapidly.
Myothermic equipment cannot be made sensitive enough to detect and measure the heat in the very limited region directly excited by a shock. For sufficient sensitivity a good many thermocouples must be used, making contact with about 1 cm. of muscle. If the shock is applied to the middle of this the contraction, being propagated at about 35 cm./sec., requires about 14 msec, to cover the whole ther mopile. For technical reasons it would be very difficult to apply multiple stimu lation at a number of electrodes all along the thermopile, and one has to be content with stimulation at one point. This means that the heat production observed starts off at a very low rate, occurring at first only in the immediate region of the electrode and gradually increasing in rate as the contraction is propagated. An approximate allowance can be made, as we shall see, for the time taken in propagation, but this still leaves an element of uncertainty as to the precise moment at which the heat starts. With the piezo-electric method of recording the mechanical response precisely at the stimulated point no such uncertainty occurs. When simultaneous records are made of heat and shortening, the latter may be even more affected by propagation time, since the muscle is considerably longer than the thermopile; in a 30 mm. muscle stimulated at a single point 8 mm. from one end, the other end would begin to shorten about 60 msec, later than the region under the electrode. This, in fact, is an overestimate, because a good many of the muscle fibres are bound to be stimulated in the regions of the anodes, and stimulation of nerve branches is certain to occur; the effect of propagation on the form and onset of contraction must be considerable, but under the conditions of the present experi ments cannot be accurately allowed for.
In figure 1 , curve a is the mean of twelve records, in close agreement, of the h e a t deflexion in a single isotonic twitch at 0° C of a pair of frog's sartorii under 2-6 g. load, subjected to a three-times maximal shock at time zero. The total initial h e a t was about 2-5 x 10~3 cal./g., the individual maxima varying from the mean by + 2 %. Curve b represents the result of analyzing curve a, at first in intervals of 5 msec., later of 10 msec. Curve a' is the average heat deflexion in eleven similar experiments on eleven pairs of frog's muscles. The mean curve must be rather accurate, since each experiment included about twelve deflexions, read every 10 msec, up to 200 msec., a total of about 2600 points. Curve b' represents the analysis of curve a'.
In figure 2 the rate of heat production is plotted, instead of the total heat, corresponding to deflexion a, figure l, d' to deflexion a'. The blocks shown are the amounts of heat in successive 5 msec., or 10 msec., intervals as obtained by analysis. The results of all the experiments made conform to this type. The rate of heat production seems to start about 10 msec, after the shock and to reach a maximum about 20 msec, later; it then falls off gradually, first becoming nearly constant, then dropping gradually to zero at about 400 msec, as the shortening ends. The time from the start to the peak in is 21 msec., in 18 msec. The distance of the stimulating cathodes from the last elements of the thermopile was 6-6 mm. in either direction. If we assume that the duration of the initial rise is the time occupied in the propagation of contraction over the thermopile, the velocity of propagation for the average of the eleven experiments is 0-66/0-018 = 37 cm./sec. According to Eccles, Katz & KufHer (1941, table 3) the conduction velocity in the fibres of an Australian frog's sartorius at 20° C is about l-6m ./sec.; with their observed $ 10 this wrould be about 36 cm./sec. at 0° C.
It is reasonable, therefore, to assume th at the rise in heat rate at the start is due to the propagated spread of the contraction from the stimulating electrode over the thermopile. To test this assumption directly the following experiment was made. A single shock was applied to a pair of muscles on the thermopile either (a) as usual, the cathodes being over the region of the thermopile in which the heat was measured, or (6) between a cathode at the tibial tip of the muscle and the nearer anode A'. Sixteen records were made for (a) and eight for (6), interspersed with one another; agreement in each group was good and the mean deflexions were drawn and analyzed.
In case (6), if excitation was at X the distance of propagation to the nearest point of the thermopile was 18 m m .; if excitation was at A' it was 6 m m .; possibly it occurred also at various points in between (the shock being three times maximal), and some nerve fibres may have been excited, with varying delay, before the contraction so set up reached the thermopile.
The outcome was clear. The deflexions were obviously different in their earlier stages, (6) being considerably delayed and rising less rapidly after its start. Later, however, the deflexions became identical in shape, (6) merely being about 30 msec, later than (a). Analysis gave the following results ( being the total initial h eat):
(a) tim e, shock to first ap p e aran c e of h e a t 10 m sec. 28 m sec. b lu n t a t a b o u t 57 m sec, slow er p eak of h e a t-ra te fall afte r p eak m ax im u m h e a t-ra te p la te a u aro u n d 100 m sec.
sh a rp , a t 30 m sec, ra p id 11-6 H /sec.
tim e a fte r shock (msec.) * o3 & <X> F ig u r e 1. T he earlier stages of th e in itial h e a t p ro d u ctio n of frog's m uscle a t 0° C, in an isotonic tw itc h u n d e r sm all load, a , reco rd (m ean of tw elve tw itch es of one m uscle); b, analysis in 5 a n d 10m sec. in te rv a ls; c, h e a t a fte r allow ance for tim e ta k e n in p ro p a g a tio n ; a', m ean reco rd for eleven m uscles; b', analysis in 10 msec. in te rv als; c', as c above, c a n d o' rep rese n t w h a t b a n d b' w ould h av e been, h a d th e m uscles been stim u la te d sim u ltan eo u sly all over.
tim e a fte r shock (msec.)
F ig u r e 2. R a te of h e a t p ro d u ctio n , resu lts of analysis, d of record a an d d' of record a' in figure 1 ; used for calculation of allow ance for tim e ta k e n in p ro p ag atio n as described in th e te x t.
>r case (a), the curve of heat-rate was similar to the curves of figure 2, while i i differed from (a) exactly as predicted. First, there was delay in arrival of the ive of contraction at the thermopile and therefore in the first appearance of at; secondly, since the wave was moving in one direction only over the thermole, instead of spreading out in two directions from the middle, the interval tween first appearance and peak of heat production was greater; thirdly, since e heat-rate rapidly diminishes at first at an active point (see figure 2 ) the >served heat-rate over the whole thermopile had a lower maximum when pro bation took longer, and fell off more slowly after; and fourthly, after propagation id been completed the time course of the heat production became identical in the to cases. Katz & Kuffler (1941, figure 1) give a diagram of the motor innervation of the og's sartorius. From it we can deduce that a stimulus applied about 8 | mm. »ne-quarter of the length) from the pelvic end may indeed excite nerve fibres ear their end-plates in that region, but th at the stimulation of these or any other erve fibres would scarcely quicken the arrival of the contraction at the region here the heat was measured in the present experiments, viz. between 2 and 5 mm. from the pelvic end. According to Eccles et al. (1941, table 3) the 'neuromscular latency' in the frog's sartorius at 20° C is about 1-3 msec., which, with heir observed Q10 of 2*1, would be about 6 msec, at 0° C. A delay of 6 msec, at he junction would be a serious handicap to nerve transmission in competing with onduction along the muscle fibre (even at only one-tenth of the velocity) for first rrival at a point a few mm. away from the stimulating cathode. Let us assume hat activity was set up gradually, over the +6-6 mm. of the part of the muscle in vhich the heat was measured, by propagation along the muscle fibres alone.
Suppose th at a wave of contraction is started at the stimulating cathode and oropagated with velocity v. Let the total distance of propagation be l either way md the time of propagation r: then v = Ijr. Let y = F(6) be the total heat pro duction at any point, reckoned per cm. length of muscle, up to time 6 after it was stimulated. This would be the form of the heat production if the whole muscle 30uld be excited simultaneously. Then at a point distant x cm. from the electrode the total heat production per cm. length of muscle up to time t after a shock must be zero until t -xjv, and after that F(t -xlv). The total heat production up to time t in length 21 of muscle will then be Differentiating with respect to t,
= 2v
Writing Ijv = r and v = 1\t , this becomes
2lF{t) = TH'(t) + 2lF(t-T).
(1)
A. V. H ill Now
H ' ( t) is the observed rate of heat production, at time t, of the whole muse on the thermopile. If, therefore, we know r we can calculate the whole hea th at would have been given out up to time t, had excitation been simultaneou over the whole muscle, by working out successive values of 2lF(t) from quantity which have been observed. The process can be simplified as follows:
etc., continuing till the last term on the right is zero. Adding both sides an cancelling common terms we get 2
lF(t) = T [ H ' ( t ) + H'(t -t) +
From curve d, figure 2 , the rate of heat production was read of and the value of 2 lF{t)calculated from equation (2) taking r = 21 is as follows, H' being as a multiple of the maximum initial heat per sec., 21F(, being as a fraction of the maximum initial h e at: The result is given in curve c', figure 1. The fact th at the muscle began to shorten at about the moment when the he£ production commenced has been neglected in this calculation. In 20 msec, c propagation, the amount of shortening must have been a small part of 1 mm and the only uncertainty is really that of the velocity of propagation in a muse! which is also shortening. The maximum velocity of shortening (under zero load of a frog's sartorius at 0° C is about 1*3 times its length per sec. (Hill 1938) , an the end of the recording region of the thermopile was about 1*55 cm. from th fixed pelvic end of the muscle. The maximum velocity of shortening here would b about 1-3 x 1-55 = 2 cm./sec., and even th at would not be reached immediate^ at the start. This is a small fraction of the velocity of propagation (30 to 40 cm./sec. so its neglect is justified. The onset of contraction
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Curves c and c', figure 1 , represent what the heat deflexion would look like if the whole of the muscle could be excited together at time zero and if there were no lag in the instruments. Its maximum rate is at the start, about 10 msec, after the shock; from then onwards its rate decreases gradually, becoming nearly constant for a time, as we shall see, while the muscle is shortening uniformly, then dropping to zero as shortening ends.
Six similar experiments were made on toad's muscles at 0° C. The processes of contraction are slower in toad's muscles than in frog's, but otherwise the results were exactly similar; the heat started on the average 26 msec, after the shock, the 0-8 F ig u r e 3. S im ultaneous records, a a n d d, of h e a t a n d sh o rten in g resp ectiv ely in th e early stag es o f a n isotonic tw itc h , of a p a ir of to a d 's sem i-m em branosus m uscles (143 m g., 25 m m .) a t 0° C u n d e r 4-3 g. load. C urve b, resu lts of analysis o f h e a t in 5 a n d 10 m sec, in te rv als. C urve c, h e a t a fte r allow ance for tim e ta k e n in p ro p ag a tio n , a a n d d are th e m ean o f six records. T he to ta l h e a t pro d u ced in th e tw itc h w as a b o u t 5 m cal./g . a n d th e to ta l sh o rten in g w as a b o u t 11 m m .
individual delays being 24, 24, 25, 26, 27 and 30 msec. In these experiments the mechanical response was recorded at the same time as the heat. Figure 3 shows the heat deflexion (curve a) during the first 150 msec, of an isotonic twitch, and the shortening. The heat production after analysis is given in curve b. Figure 4 gives the direct results of the analysis, together with broken lines indicating the rate of heat production. Curve c, figure 3, shows the heat production after allow ance for time taken in propagation, calculated from figure 4 in the manner described above. Figure 5 , from another experiment, gives the heat (after analysis) and the shortening throughout an isotonic twitch in which the muscle shortened by 42 % of its length.
The results given in figures 3 and 5 are typical of all such experiments made on toad's muscle. Figure 6 , showing an experiment on frog's muscle, is exactly like figure 5 but on half the scale of time. For the reasons given above the curves of shortening cannot be corrected with any certainty for time taken in propagation, and it would be unfair to compare the curve of observed shortening with that of tim e (msec.) F ig u r e 4. R a te of p ro d u ctio n . R e su lts of analy sis o f reco rd a in figure 3 ; used for calculation o f allow ance for tim e ta k e n in p ro p ag a tio n as described in te x t.
tim e (sec.)
F ig u r e 5. H e a t a n d sh o rten in g sim u ltan eo u sly reco rd ed in th e isotonic tw itch o f a p air of to a d 's sem i-m em branosus m uscles (132 m g., 25 m m .) a t 0° C u n d er 6 g. load. Circles, re su lts of analysis in 5, 40 a n d 80 m sec, in te rv als.
heat after allowance for propagation. The only thing to be done is to take both as observed, the actual shortening and the actual heat (after analysis). It is clear then, particularly from figures 5 and 6, that the heat starts earlier than the shorten ing and rises much more rapidly. Later on both curves become linear for a time, then both bend off to their maxima as shortening ends.
The heat consists of two parts, the heat of activation and the heat of shortening, he former provides the very early rapid deflexion, the latter comes in gradually ; shortening gets under way. Accepting the interpretation th at the early rise to peak in figures 2 and 4 is due to propagation we conclude th at the heat of ;tivation starts off at its maximum rate suddenly, about 10 msec, after a shock in og's muscle, about 25 msec, after in toad's muscle. Its rate then falls gradually to •ro. The shortening heat begins later and runs parallel to the shortening, ending ; shortening ends.
The onset of contraction 251 tim e (sec.) IGURE 6. H e a t a n d sh o rten in g sim u lta n eo u sly reco rd ed in th e isotonic tw itc h o f a p a ir of fro g 's sa rto rii (120 m g., 31 m m .) a t 0° C u n d e r 4-3 g. load. Circles, resu lts o f analysis in 5, 10 a n d 20 m sec, in te rv als.
Concerning the nature of the delay at the start, one can only speculate. Acording to Eccles et a l . (1941, p. 368) , the interval between the first sign and th laximum of the muscle action potential excited from an end-plate has a value diich at 0° C (with the usual temperature coefficient) would be about 7 msec. Lccording to Katz (1942, p. 178) the interval for the change of electrical impedance fould be about 5 msec. It does not follow that an interval of this order exists 'hen a super-maximal shock is directly applied, though it presumably would as oon as the contraction begins to be propagated (i.e. during most of its passage long the thermopile). The shocks used in the present work were of short duration; he effective part of them was complete in less than 1 msec. At 0° C the activation )rocess (as shown by its heat) starts about 10 msec, later than the shock in frog nuscle, about 25 msec, later in toad muscle. 'Triggered' by the shock, with this mexplained delay, it develops its maximum rate at the start (like a condenser lischarge). It is presumably the thermal sign of some chemical process by which fie muscle is put, and maintained for an interval, in a state of 'activity', whatever fiat means, of readiness to shorten, to exert a force, or to do mechanical work. Gasser & Hill (1924) , working on a frog's sartorius at room temperature, showec that a sudden stretch applied even as early as 5 msec, after a shock found tin muscle far less extensible than it was just before. This would be about 20 msec, a 0° C and the experiment ought to be repeated at 0° C with a muscle excited a t ; number of points to ensure approximate simultaneity of response all over; thi expectation is that a change of extensibility would be detected as early as the heat Brown (1934) found that the effect of a high pressure on the isometric twitch 0 a frog's muscle at 4-2° C was considerably to augment and slow it. If the pressur was released at the moment at which the shock was applied the augmentatioi disappeared, but if release took place very shortly after the shock a large part of th augmentation still occurred. In a later paper (1936) Brown showed that in th isometric twitch of the retractor penis of a tortoise the tension developed is muc greater if a high pressure is applied before the shock, but little or no greater if th pressure is applied shortly after it; in a twitch reaching maximum tension (a 20° C) in about 0-2 sec. a compression begun 0-04 sec. after the shock had n augmenting effect. All such effects should, if possible, be examined at 0° C. The seem to agree with the heat measurements in showing that the greatest activity i a twitch occurs very soon after stimulation.
Von Muralt (1935) has given a very full account of various physical accompan ments of muscular activity. Not many of them can be recorded quickly enough f throw much light on the earlier stages of contraction. Von Muralt's own curv< (1932) of the change of double refraction in the isometric contraction of a frog striated muscle show a very rapid decrease at first, when the muscle (or at lea its anisotropic bands) must have been shortening internally, but give no suggestic that optical changes do other than accompany mechanical ones. D. K. Hill (1941 has shown th at a change of transparency begins in a frog's sartorius immediate] at the end of the mechanical latent period, and that this is not due to change < length. Unfortunately (Hill 1948a), the rapid reversible changes of volume ass* ciated with contraction and relaxation, being due to changes of pressure caused 1 contraction, cannot be used to throw any new light on the onset of activity, ar no other physical effects accompanying contraction can be recorded as yet wil sufficient speed. Bor example, Dubuisson (1939) states that his glass electrode to( about 4 sec. for an instantaneous variation of pH to be translated into a steac deflexion, and the considerations given in a recent paper (Hill 19486) show th; even if the glass electrode itself were instantaneous, diffusion from the inside of tl muscle fibres to its surface is far too slow to allow rapid changes of pH to 1 accurately followed. Indeed, any method depending on diffusion to the outsic of chemical substances produced within a muscle fibre cannot compare in spec with methods involving mechanical, thermal, optical, electrical or volume measur ments. In the absence, therefore, of any present possibility of examining chemic changes of the very small magnitude and in the very short times involved,* tl * T he to ta l h e a t in a single tw itc h is a b o u t 3 x 10 3 cal./g. I f th e breakdow n o f A T P, or c re atin e p h o sp h a te, w ere th e source of th is, a b o u t 2-5 x 10-7 g.m ol. o f p h o sp h ate w ould 1 se t free p er g ram of m uscle. To d e te c t such a change a t all w ould be a form idable task, resolve its occurrence in tim es of th e order o f a few m illiseconds w ould be one o f fantast difficulty.
def hope of obtaining further knowledge of the onset and nature of contraction }S in improving and quickening the physical techniques which allow approximate multaneity of recording. There has been much speculation about the chemical nature of muscular conaction. The evidence on which this has been based has been chiefly derived of late om experiments on muscle extracts and enzymes. I t is claimed, for example, lat on the arrival of a nerve impulse ATP is broken down providing the energy >r contraction; or, alternatively, that the combination of ATP with myosin is the umediate cause of shortening, relaxation occurring at the expense of free energy erivecl from the dephosphorylation of the ATP. According to Meyerhof, however 1947, p. 828), 'we should not. . .treat this hypothesis. . .th a t ATP breakdown litiates the chain of events in activity, as an established fa c t'; and he earlier xpressed the opinion (1941, p. 240) 'these processes (breakdown and resynthesis f creatine phosphate and ATP) have primarily an energetic significance and are nly one or two steps nearer to the development of the viscous elastic change n the contractile elements of the muscle than the breakdown of carbohydrate is ', n truth, the breakdown of ATP has never been observed in an intact muscle xcept in extreme fatigue verging on rigor. The results of the investigations described in the present series of papers throw 10 direct light on the chemical problem. They do not even enable us to decide whether we should ascribe contraction to a liberation of free energy by some ■hemical breakdown, or, on the other hand, to an increase of entropy in the emporary 'randomization' of the molecular pattern. They do, however, provide us with the skeleton of the structure which has to be built up. I t is useless, for example, to assert that contraction is an endothermic process (Szent-Gyorgyi 1947) ivhen it is evidently exothermic throughout; nor can we usefully discuss the possibility that mechanical energy is first liberated from some latent store and chemical restorative processes then follow, in the light of such evidence as is con tained in figures 3, 5 and 6 above. Again, if we wish to assume th at energetic chemical processes produce relaxation we must accept the peculiar fact th at their net heat change is precisely nil. Any chemical theory must take account of the liberation of energy in three separate forms, as heat of activation, as heat of shortening and as mechanical work.
One warning perhaps may be repeated. Owing to the extreme smallness and quickness of the chemical changes involved in a single twitch one naturally turns to the prolonged tetanic contraction which provides changes very many times greater. There is danger, however, in doing so uncritically. When a long-continued 'tetanus' of individual shocks is applied, at a frequency high enough to produce apparent fusion of the mechanical response, the resulting 'contraction' is not a simple elementary process as it is in a single twitch. The maintained contraction due to a tetanus is really the net result of the responses to all the shocks applied, their relaxation as well as their contraction. At any moment during a tetanus, contraction and relaxation are both occurring; the former predominates at the beginning, the latter at the end of the stimulus. Thus, chemical measurements made immediately after a tetanus cannot be referred only to 'contraction' as •1 distinct from 'relaxation', since both processes have been going on concurrently from very shortly after the start. Moreover, the early stages of recovery set in very soon and may already be going on fast while the muscle is still fully contracted To assume that what happens during a tetanus, or in the next few seconds after it corresponds simply to 'contraction', or 'relaxation', is more likely to lead tc confusion than to understanding.
